Cuiken Primary Home Learning Grid – P4/5
Literacy

Numeracy

Maths

Reading
RWI groups go to RWI grid on Google Classroom
and follow the tasks for you that have been set
by Mr Palmer and Mrs Cummings
ALL – read chapters 2 & 3, can you come up with
your own revolting recipe for a marvellous
medicine – what might your brew do? Draw a
picture of all your revolting ingredients bubbling
in a pot.

Times Tables Challenge
Choose another of the times tables grids shared
on Google Classroom. Time yourself to complete
it each day and see if you get faster over the
week. #Challengeisgood!

2D Shape
Can you create your own mindfulness picture
inspired by a range of 2D shapes arranged
together on paper? Use a ruler and black
ink/pencil to draw your shapes. You could either
colour your picture or share it with someone
else to colour.

AR
Keep going with your personal reading and
completing AR quizzes where you can.
Writing
Use the information you collected in the reading
task, add some more words you could use to
describe your revolting recipe.
Use the senses to help you write a description
of what your Marvellous Medicine might:

Taste like
Smell like
Look like

Challenge:
Try
to
include
appropriate
descriptions of what your medicine might sound
like and feel like – you’ll need lots of imagination
for this!

Challenge: How fast can you do the multiples of
your chose times table? How high can you go
counting the multiples of your times table in 1
minute?

SumDog
Each group has 15 minute daily challenges to
complete. Challenges are a mix of numeracy and
maths and are available 9am – 3pm, Mon-Thurs.
See if you can complete 4/4, but do as many as
you can manage to do.

Challenge: Can you name and label at least ten
different 2D shapes?
SumDog
Each group has 15 minute daily challenges to
complete. Challenges are a mix of numeracy and
maths and are available 9am – 3pm, Mon-Thurs.
See if you can complete 4/4, but do as many as
you can manage to do.
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Family Fun

P.E

Health and Wellbeing

Family Band
Last year we learned about the science of
sound, making vibrations to create instruments.
Try making a few different instruments and
have fun creating a family band if you can
persuade your family to join in too! Maybe you
should get them to audition for you? ;)

Take a Walk
Walking is a fantastic exercise for both your
physical and mental health. Have you got a
favourite walk? Maybe you could take a
different route? Try to get out for walk each
day, if you can.

Kindness Campaign
Being Resilient is about adapting to change and
as well as being able to 'bounce back' into our
'normal lives' when lockdown finishes, being
resilient especially at this time gives us room to
reflect and appreciate the lives we have, this of
course involves the people we live with. Here are
some questions for you to think about and again
if possible write your thoughts in your jotters.
Giving - what have you done for other people in
your household or what has someone done for
you?
Relating- do you find you are talking more to
your grownups/ brothers/sisters or whoever
you live with?

Ball Games
Teach your family the Ball game you devised and
try it out..... Let us know if it worked well and if
they enjoyed playing it, give your game a name!

Joe Wicks
Keep going with your Joe Wicks workouts!
Challenge yourself to complete it every day and
by the end of the week you will be able to do
more than at the start!

RME
RME -

This week is the beginning of Ramadan, where
Muslims fast for a month during the day.
If you had to give up one meal for a month what
would it be and why?
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Technology

Expressive Arts

IDL

Log onto GLOW and accept invite to Google
classroom if you haven’t already
Google Classroom Code – inge3ba

Art Observational Drawing
Now that the sun has started shining new spring
flowers are sprouting outside. Get out and
observe something beautiful like a new flower
and see if you can sketch it and then use colour
to bring it to life. Happy drawing 

Map Your Area
Can you explore the area around your house and
draw a map from a birds-eye-view? What
interesting things can you find that you hadn’t
seen before?
You could also use Google Maps to do this task
virtually.

Tik-tok DANCES
You don’t need the Tik-tok app to bust some
shapes to your favourite song. Create a dance to
go with your favourite tunes.

Sciences
Log onto Education City Homework and try the
Science tasks
Dried out and for an extra challenge Home and
Dry
(think back to our Rainforest study and how it
was an important part of the water cycle)

Getting to know Google Classroom
Can you try and complete some of your work on
Google classroom or can you try and upload a
photo or share something you’ve enjoyed.
ICT- Dance Mat Typing
Keep learning how to touch type, using dance
mat typing, this can be found at BBC Bitesize
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6
/articles/z3c6tfr

Challenge: Can you get an adult to film you and
share on Twitter? Have fun!

Complete each activity on the grid – these can be completed in Green Jotter you were given.

